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About us

Intercepted in the year 2012, Kathe Cement Pipes Industry is identified amongst

the prestigious manufacturers of an excellent quality array of Hume Pipe, Spigot

Socket RCC Pipes, RCC Pipe, Concrete Pipe etc. The provided products are

extremely treasured and demanded by our customers owing to the features

such as elevated durability, high tensile strength, perfect design, rugged

construction, easy installation, consistent performance and long lasting nature.

Our efficient professionals manufacture these products using premium quality

raw materials and progressive technology as per the predefined industry

standards. The offered products are available in various sizes and specifications

as per the exact requirements of our honored customers. We are supported with

an advanced infrastructure unit, which helps us to cater to the specific

requirements of customers in an efficient manner. 



We are able to manufacture the offered product range in bulk quantities using

progressive machinery and equipment. We are supported by diligent and

experienced professionals who put in their dedicated efforts to provide highest

quality products to the customers. Our quality experts thoroughly examine the

raw material and finished products on several quality parameters and ensure

that final products are free from any defects. With the aid of our huge

distribution network, we have been able to deliver the ordered consignment to

our patrons within the assured time.
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Quality Control
Quality Control & Assurance is the key to success of Kathe Cement Pipe Industries.
The Company takes great Pride in its Commitment to make quality products. We
manufacture quality product materials which are strictly manufactured as per IS :
458/2003. The Company has also been awarded ISI Mark & ISO 9001 : 2008 for
developing effective quality control & management systems. Our final products
have to pass several quality checks viz Three edge Load Bearing Tests,
Dimensional Observations, Permeability Check, etc. then only the materials are
ready to be dispatched.
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Products
RCC Box Culverts
Box culverts are used for cross drainage in highways and in storm water drains.
Typically, they are cast in-situ. We can use our casting machine to manufacture box
culverts (in sections) and supply them to construction sites for easy installation. A
box culvert section of dimensions up to (2000mm x 2000mm) can be cast in one
single piece. Larger sized are typically cast in sections for easy handing.



Manufacturing box culverts(RCC BOX culvert Manufacturer) pre-cast reduces site
work tremendously, saving time and cost and reducing traffic disruption.
Variations of the box culverts can be used for various storm water drain
applications and also in making pre cast valve chambers, sumps, security cabins,
septic tanks and other pre cast products.
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RCC Jacking Pipes
RCC Industrial Jacking Pipes. Our range of RCC Industrial Jacking Pipes is generally
used for sanitary sewer and gravity piping system. We have gained a remarkable
position in the market that is involved in offering RCC Jacking Pipe. Our offered
range of RCC Jacking Pipe is suitably used for sewerage, drainage and irrigation
systems. Being considered as a prominent manufacturer and supplier, we
manufacture these pipes making use of supreme grade RCC and cutting-edge
techniques. To match with the variegated requirements of our wide and
respected clients, we offer these pipes in various lengths, diameters and
dimensions. The RCC Jacking Pipe is highly demanded in sewage, drainage and
irrigation systems.
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Precast Gutters
Precast Concrete U shape drains allow for speedier construction of channels with
minimum wet cast concrete work. Hindustan manufactures a full range of U
shaped drains.



These drains range in widths from 200mm to 500 mm. They are produced in strict
factory controlled conditions that ensure high quality. Besides storm water
drainage, these types of drains are also used to house underground cables and
waterlines in industrial setup.
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RCC Pipes
RCC Pipes in NP2, NP3, NP4, classes from 100mm dia. To 1800mm dia., both in
plain end and spigot Socket types. These pipes are mainly used for Water Supply,
Drainage, Culverts, Bridge Works and Industrial Construction.


Application:
Irrigation purposes
Drainage of water / wastewater
Culverts / sewers & other construction purposes
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Septic Tanks
These ready made Septic Tanks are made of reinforced cement concrete consists
of 3 chambers 2 manholes inlet & outlet. These tanks are eco-friendly, easy to
install, easy to clean & shift Most ideal for marshy lands. Economical and long
lasting.



Application: 

Most ideal for Row Houses, Bunglows, Apartments, Commercial Buildings, Farms,
Shops, Hospitals, etc.



The features of RCC Septic Tanks are as below
Made of Reinforced cement concrete
100% leak proof
Eco - Friendly
Most ideal for marshy lands
Compatible size & shape
Economical & long lasting
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Available Sizes:
Diameter

Lenght

Users

600 mm

8.00 ft

8 to 10 Urs.

700 Lts

750 mm

8.00 ft

10 to 20 Urs.

1100 Lts

900 mm

8.00 ft

20 to 30 Urs.

1600 Lts

1000 mm

8.00 ft

30 to 40 Urs.

2000 Lts

1200 mm

8.00 ft

40 to 50 Urs.

3000 Lts

750 mm

5.50 ft

8 to 10 Urs.

700 Lts

900 mm

5.50 ft

10 to 20 Urs.

1100 Lts

Liters

Comparative study of other tanks
Brick Work

Prone to Cracking & Leaking

Plastic

Low resistance to ground water
& earth pressure

Steel

Ptone to corrision

Ferricement

Non Proven Quality

Hindustan

Economical & Long Lasting
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RCC Wallcompound
Overview 

Brick walls, which have been traditional to India, are time consuming to erect and
costly to keep standing. Our Precast Concrete Boundary Walls overcome these
handicaps of traditional brick walls. Our Precast concrete boundary walls are fast
and easy to construct and have a virtually unlimited life. These walls are low
maintenance and do not deteriorate with time.


Our Precast Concrete Boundary walls are made from posts erected directly into
the ground which have grooves to accommodate textured or plain panels. The
texture resembles bricks and creates a classic ambience.


Unique Benefits
Made of Prestressed Reinforced Cement Concrete (M-30)
Easy To install
Economical & Durable
Faster Completion of Work
Reusable after Removal for any work to be carried out
Excellent Finish on Both Sides
Major cost saving
Pole size: 150x150 mm. Panel size 7' x 1' x 50mm
Heights available from ground level 4', 5', 6', 7' and 8'.
These readymade RCC BOUNDRY WALLS ensure fast installation due to its
perfect size and shape
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Applications:

Bungalows, Residential Apartments, Petrol Pumps, Commercial Buildings, Farm
Houses, Factory etc.
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Kerb Stones
Kerb Stones available in various shapes and sizes
Kerb Stones are maintenance free.
Kerb Stones are available for every type of application.
Garden Kerb Stones are effectively replacing brick as the edging material for
lawns and pathways.
Manufactured by using M-30 grade of concrete by vibro compaction process
using jointless moulds
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RCC Manholes Covers
RCC manhole covers are available in square, rectangular and circular shapes in
Light, Medium and Heavy Duty. RCC manholes covers and frames are lighter than
cast iron covers and hence easy to handle. These manhole covers are provided
with proper reinforcement. Manhole covers can also be provided with mild steel
rims to protect edges from damage.


Manhole covers of customized sizes can also be manufactured on request. Covers
can be provided with holes for storm water drainage Concrete Grade M30 or
higher is used Test Load as per (IS -12592 ) for extra heavy duty is 35 MT, heavy
duty is 20 MT, medium duty is 10 MT & Light Duty is 2.5 MT
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Fencing Poles
The specification lays down various technical details for RCC Fencing poles of
following two types:



(A) Straight type

(B) Bend type
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Soak Pits
A soak pit, also known as a soakaway or leach pit, is a covered, porous-walled
chamber that allows water to slowly soak into the ground.
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Earthing Chember
These products are manufactured using superior quality of raw material... Plastic
Earth Pit is a majorly used to cover Earthing and helps to protect exposure of
earthing to the environment.
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RCC Half Round Pipes
RCC half round pipes are made from high grade concrete which is useful for drain
systems and can be use as electric cable covers. RCC half round pipes are available
in 100, 150, 200, 300 mm dia. Standard length is 1 mtr.
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Our Valuable Customers
“ This is our aim to keep our clients happy by providing them faster delivery. with
good quality products.”

Nashik Nagar Palika Contractor
United Spirit Limited Dindori
Gonglu Juice Ltd
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, Ozar, Nashik
GramPanchayat Kasbe Sukene, Nashik
Sairaj Enterprises
Soma Wines, Nashik
GramPanchayat Niphad, Nashik
Zilla Parishad Contractors, Nashik
Panchayat Samiti Contractors, Nashik
MIDC Sinnar Contractors
PWD Contractors
Aditya Construction, Nashik
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Application
Water main
Sewer
Culvert
Irrigatio
Cross drainag
All products with BIS certificates

Get in Touch with us

Kathe Cement Pipe Industry,

At/p-Kasbe sukene, Tal-Niphad,

Dist-Nashik. 422303

vikramkathe@gmail.com

sales@kcpi.co.in

info@kcpi.co.in

8308024777

9657024777

